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Center for Supportive Bureaucracy
Empowering Clerks Network (ECN)
Playful Paperwork Presentation / ECN
Office Hours with Ori Alon (MXKJP93278)
Compassionate America, LLE
Empowering Clerks Network (ECN) Director Ori Alon has created various
participatory art projects merging social practice, interactive performance,
street art and Clowning (Alon officially converted to Clowning in 2016) to
increase joy & love consumption rates and initiate therapeutic experiences for
participants. Alon had helped over 200 people write personal letters using
vintage typewriters, trained hundreds of Empowering Clerks who issued and
distributed over 250,000 Playful Paperwork documents worldwide such as
Joy Permits, Forgiver's Licenses, Adults Special Achievement Stickers,
Racism Release Forms, DIY Certificates of Recognition, Apology
Declarations, OK Parent Awards, Open Carry Permits for Musical
Instruments, Compassion Cards, Refurbished Report Cards and others.
Ori also co-created the #HiddenFortuneWheel, which allows participants to
practice empathy by imagining themselves in the shoes of a refugee, other
gender, LGBT, black, police, indigenous, elder, child etc. Alon also writes The
Magic Bagel children book series and a comics series using postage stamps
of Hitler & Stalin, Hendrix & Lincoln, Gandhi, Chaplin, Freud among others.

www.supportivebureaucracy.org
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Examples of ECN Office Hours and self-service stations
in conferences, DMV, Trump rally, farmer’s market and
festivals. Dozens of Empowering Clerks have established
their own branches around the world and serving their
communities regularly in NY, OR, DC, NC, CA, PA, NJ,
TX, MA, Canada, Europe and the Middle East. Alon can
set up a pop up office during various types of events in
location that will be set according to organizers’ needs
and preferences. Alon can present the project in a hands
on workshop in order to establish a local ECN branch.

We accept
all major
credit
cards!!

Hidden Fortune Wheel, 5ft installation and a
street art mountable wheel (200 wheels were
installed around the US so far and are used in
classrooms and various institutions).
Collaboration with Ana Azzue Gallira.

CLICK
TO
PLAY
VIDEOS
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Forgiver’s License application of life without
parole inmate from NC Mr. Marcus Hunter.
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Forms 601(c), the
Compassion Exam
application for a
Forgiver’s License of
a refugee from Sierra
Leone who suffered
torture during the wa
and an 8 year old
who forgave her
sister for hitting her.

Recipients of a True Friend Diploma in
Patch Adam’s Clowntown Healing
Festival in Phoenix, AZ.

Junior student issuing herself a
Refurbished Report Card in Westchester,
NY. Recently Alon led senior students at
Poughkeepsie Day School to write
rejection letters to colleges. Read one
example here.

Issuing a Certificate of Recognition in a workshop
before the Jewish High Holidays in Beacon NY.

View, download & print ALL ECN documents,
stickers, licenses, permits and diplomas for free at
www.bit.ly/ECNvertical and
www.bit.ly/ECNhorizontal

Invite the Director of the Empowering Clerks Network (ECN) and the
Center for Supportive Bureaucracy to present his numerous interactive
street art and interactive performance projects such as the Hidden
Fortune Wheel, Alternative Memorial Plaques and Street Signs, the
Playful Paperwork movement and the Letter Writing Service.
In the White Men Registry, Alon’s recent work, women and people of
color were offered to become allies to white men and give them love and
compassion in their daily struggle with greed, guilt, discriminatory
tendencies and difficulty in expressing vulnerability. Alon will talk about
the polarized, accusatory and extreme responses to the performance
and discuss the possibility of making political art that is not within the
party line.
“Ori’s work is inspired and inspirational”
Ed Woodham, Director, Art in Odd Places Festival
“Ori was an excellent guest speaker in the Art and Social Practice Program at
Portland State University. He helped us re-evaluate our notions of compassion
and gave us new tools to interact with communities that have different values
then us”
Adam Carlin, Director, Greensboro Project Space
"Alon's White Men Registry helped me to develop more compassion and
empathy towards white men, which doesn't come naturally to me"
52 years old Latino male, NY
“This was my favorite session! So inspired to do some street activism with
these magical tools! Didn't want to miss any of this great presentation!”
Participant, Expressive Therapies Summit

Artist talk at the Matteawan Gallery, Beacon NY January 2018 (click to play)

PeachaKucha 20x20 presentation June 2016

The Center for Supportive Bureaucracy
Empowering Clerks Network (LLE)
Special Affairs Committee
January 30th, 2016

ATTENTION: MUSICIANS, SINGERS, ARTISTS AND MERRYMAKERS
In light of recent events that have occurred in the United States and around the world the
CSB and the ECN released an emergency statement, encouraging citizens of Ulster County
and other Counties who are licensed or unlicensed to carry a guitar, a fiddle, a banjo, a drum,
a singing voice or any other musical instrument to PLEASE DO SO. An official permit to open
carry a musical instrument will be granted to those who are in need of such documentation,
without background checks.
As bureaucrats, we hold the power to issue and authorize various official Playful Paperwork
documents. We urge you, who are talented in producing music and street art to responsibly
take advantage of your right. To ensure the safety of yourself and others, make sure you are
comfortable and proficient with your chosen instrument, and knowledgeable of the laws in
your region regarding to making music and when it is legal
To do it. Remember! your instrument has the power to
surround hate and force it to surrender. All it takes is
one good guy with a musical instrument to prevent a bad
guy with a hateful mouth. Our country is currently flooded
with hatred, and a special committee found that music in
public spaces is one of the most efficient ways to eliminate
it.The ECN would like to remind all official and unofficial
peace officers and lovers of life, both active duty and
retired, to please carry a guitar, a banjo, or just your
singing voice, along with an open and courageous heart,
whenever you leave your house. We are the thick green
wave that is entrusted in keeping this country safe, and we
must be prepared to act at any given moment.
With love,
ECN Special Affairs Committee

RACISM RELEASE FORM (RRL-789)
FOR INDIVIDUAL USE ONLY NOT FOR SYSTEMATIC RELEASE
ACCORDING TO EMPOWERING CLERKS NETWORK (ECN) REGULATIONS
SUPERVISED BY CENTER FOR SUPPORTIVE BUREAUCRACY JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

I, _______________________ Hereby declare that I am willing to unconditionally and to the
best of my ability release all forms of judgement not solely based on the contents of one’s
character. I expressly release Racism (Inc) from affecting my behavior and I acknowledge
it having no conscious (nor unconscious according to L-89038) influence on my decision
making and behaviour.

INITIALS: ________

ARTICLE I.
On _____________________ I was acting towards ____________________ in a way that
would have been different had their skin color/gender/accent/cultural
heritage/_____________ been different.
ARTICLE II.
During _________________ I had a thought/fear/assumption/action/__________ towards
__________________ that was not based upon his/her content of character.
ARTICLE III.
On ______________ I was treated differently by ______________ due to my gender/skin
color/sexual orientation/faith/__________ (leave blank if not applicable).
AGREEMENT DATE: __________________________
NAME: _____________________________________
SIGNATURE: ________________________________
WITNESS: __________________________________
Fill, SIGN AND KEEP FOR YOUR RECORDS.

Center for Supportive Bureaucracy Empowering Clerks Network www.supportivebureaucracy.org
Forgiver’s License (Class A&B) • Joy Permits • Refurbished Report Cards • DIY Certificates of Recognition •
Adults Special Achievement Stickers • Pain Deeds • Certified Apology Declarations • True Friend Diploma • OK
Parent Awards • Clown Visa • Aunt/Uncle Adoption services • Pain Deeds • Empowering Clerks training
program • Open Carry permits for musical instruments • Free Play Admission Tickets • Village Fool Diploma

Photo taken at the inauguration of Donald J.
Trump, January 20th, 2017

Recipients of the ECN Caregiver of the Year trophy award
at the Women’s March in Washington, DC, January 2017.

Joy Permits and Certificates of Recognition
issuing at a Trump rally, April 2016.

21,387
25,484
viewsviews

About 150,000 Adult Special Achievement Stickers were
issued so far. Print yours for free at www.alfassibooks.com!
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The developer took down the wall two days afterwards.

Dear Kenyon College Admissions,
After carefully considering your interest in my application, I have decided to place your
institution on my wait list. I recognize the strength of the college’s academic programs
and I remain very interested in my potential success at Kenyon College.
The very competitive pool of colleges and universities that accepted me makes it
difficult for me to select the institution that I will attend next fall. I read and evaluated
thousands of acceptances from some of the most exceptional institutions in the
country and around the world. With so many strong candidates accepting me, I am
unable to offer my commitment to many acclaimed candidates.
I hope you will agree to remain on my wait list. Please log into your University Status
Page to access your online Wait List Reply form and let me know whether or not you
wish to remain on my wait list. Additional information is available on my Frequently
Asked Questions web page. Should you have further questions, please feel free to
write my Senior Associate Director of Acceptances and College Selection.
While I know this is disappointing news, I may be able to take you off of my wait list. I
appreciate your patience as I hear back from all of my colleagues, and if you choose
to remain on my wait list, I will be back in touch after May 1 with an update.
Sincerely,
Jane Cole

Alternative memorial plaques. History is written by the victors, memorial plaques are engraved
for those who had power and money. Alon can create memorial plaques that will answer the
unique needs of your community and facilitate a dedication service.

“Sorry”

www.bit.ly/OriAlonComics to read all of Ori’s comics collections.

From Checkpoint Charlie

Letter Writing Station
Since 2006, in different public and private
locations I set up a letter writing space. I help
participants to write their letter to a loved one,
God, themselves, life or whoever they want to
write to. I help to edit, think together and offer
suggestions. Each participant received an
envelope, a stamp and a glass of water.
Sometimes I use carbon paper and document the
project with permission. So far about 200 letters
were written.
(Read Regulations Are Flexible, artist book by
Ori Alon to learn more

See more Alternative Street Signs here

Office Hours at the Atlanta Beltline
Festival

ECN documents at the Beacon NY USPS

Official Alternative Street Sign at Grand
Central Terminal, NYC

BOOKS BY ORI ALON
Click to open PDF ebooks. Enjoy reading!
Gift economy based - pay it forward or
send a PayPal donation to
oribeacon@gmail.com
Email to request printed copies.

Dear ally, (artist statement)
The #MeToo campaign shook me to the core. I knew the statistics, but the
courage of so many women in my life to share about their daily, humiliating
and demeaning experiences, in such a vulnerable and honest way, was the most
inspiring thing I've seen on the internet and will influence and benefit our lives
for generations to come. I organized two different men's groups to
confidentially share about how and why we treat women in disrespectful ways
in which twenty of us reflected on our behavior and regrets. One man who had
abused his authority twenty years ago (and is doing important work helping
sex addicts since) said he feels like he was trained by society to behave that
way, and pointed to how big powers such as film, fashion, advertising and porn
industries negatively influence men to behave in these ways.
Around the same time, I was offered the Winter Residency at the Matteawan
Gallery in Beacon NY. I decided to create an interactive work about the
#MeToo campaign. I believe that men who harass women, or anyone
oppressing others, are inevitably unhappy and not free, and therefore can use
my support, listening ear and even a loving hug. This doesn't take away from
the suffering of the victims, my unconditional support for them or the urgency
to create a more just world, but it became the topic of my project - if
unhappiness leads to oppression, helping the oppressor can lead to less sexism
and racism. I decided to facilitate the White Men Registry by the NY Diversity
Authority, in which white men (who are at high risk of becoming Nazis, mass
murderers and sexual abusers) will be invited to share about their suffering and
prejudices and women and people of color could show compassion and
solidarity to the unique individual life experiences of white men in their lives.
If they wish, they could also wear a pinkish purple 'I'm an ally to white men
#BeTheChange button to make sure that white men know they have someone
they can lean on when they feel lonely, greedy, discriminatory or abusive.

This didn't go well. Offering love to white men, even with clear satirical
elements, was deeply disturbing to many. One friend compared me to Neo
Nazis and others started treating me as if I was a racist, which unsettled the
sensitive white fragile man within me. I've created interactive anti racism
street artworks that were viewed by some half a million people, but one
unsuccessful joke is all it takes to be labeled as alt right. Part of me was
genuinely surprised by the negative and accusatory feedback - I think trying
to understand the life experience and prejudices of anyone is always a good
thing (including of Hitler and Stalin, who were both victims of harsh domestic
violence in their childhood). Many people assumed I'm confused or clueless
and sent me Racism 101 articles, or feared that by offering more love and
compassion I will make systematic racism and patriarchy worse. As a Centrist
I find this dangerous to society when people feel safe and free to express
controversial opinions. As a Clown, I find this whole saga incredibly silly.
When I officially converted to Clowning last year I took serious vows to
follow this spiritual path. I'm here to generate more compassion, love,
laughter and to subvert authority with joy and critical thinking. I'm not here to
upset anyone and I recognize my imperfection and that this project might be a
mistake. And therefore, in honor of Senator McCarthy, I decided to censor
the White Men Registry. As a pseudo-intellectual, I condemn this decision,
and I will be illegally performing the “White Men Registry” at the Gallery as
planned and I will delve deeply into the contradictions inherent in these
decisions.
With the joy of giving service,
Ori
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Final results: 83% in favor, 17% against
the WMR. I decided to cancel the show
because it’s too mainstream.

A MESSAGE OF UNITY
All over the world, White men are suffering. Our struggles are
real - greed, insecurity, addiction, confusion about our
redefined masculinity or unbearable guilt about colonialism.
We all need a hug and a listening ear from time to time, we are
humans. This book is a desperate call for compassion and
empathy for us and a silent prayer for healing our social
discourse. If you are a woman or a person of color and you'd
like to support us or simply show solidarity, please consider
wearing this button on your shirt or backpack. All proceeds will
go to benefit at risk white youth in the suburbs.
(Lean more at Not All Men, Defense Testimonial by Ori Alon
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Feels like a betrayal to my
own sex and to humanity to
wear this hat.
It feels a little d

irty wearing
this hat, like a traitor.
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“It'll hurt my soul to wear this hat.”
“I don't want to know how it feels
to wear this hat.”
“I don't want to wear this hat. I'm
scared of what I'll become.”

September 20, 2017

Ori Alon
60 Anderson Street
Beacon, NY 12508
Re: Material Drop Off Policy
Dear Mr. Alon:
It has come to my attention that you recently left this booklet in our
collection. As per our material selection policy, material cannot be added to
our collection without prior authorization.
Please consider this as a warning, if you break our policy again, you will be
permanently banned from our library.

Sincerely,

Gillian F. Thrope
Library Director
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Empowering Clerks Network - Center for Supportive Bureaucracy
MORE THAN JUST PAPERW RK
Gillian F. Thorpe
Julia L. Butterfield Memorial Library
Cold Spring NY
Dear Mrs Thorpe,
Thank you for your kind letter. I apologize to the people of Cold Spring for
leaving my book there. If I caused any unnecessary suffering I’m willing to have
my Karma influenced negatively by it. My thoughts and prayers are with the
victims of this thoughtless act of culture jamming.
I am the Director and Founder of the Empowering Clerks Network (Center for
Supportive Bureaucracy). As part of my official role I and hundreds other
Empowering Clerks offer regular services around the country to tens of thousands
of Playful Paperwork recipients. As a service to the public, I often leave Joy
Permits in supermarkets, Compassion Cards in banks, Racism Release Forms at
the DMV, Open Carry Permits for Musical Instruments at music and guns
stores, Refurbished Report Cards in schools and my books in various locations. I
created a series of alternative street signs (“No Racism Within 100 ft of
Building” for example) and memorial plaques for forgotten events (benches
around the country are now dedicated to McCarthy Witch Hunt and War on Drugs
victims for instance). These often spread rapidly through social media or when
people print their own documents and issue them to their communities. You are
welcome to follow me on social media or join the mailing list (or we can just stay
pen-pals!). I don’t think art should cost money, so
as much as possible I offer my work and books
for free. People can choose to support me or
‘pay it forward’ for another cause they believe
in. So far I printed and distributed about 8,000
books and 150,000 official documents this way.
I would recommend this path to any artist. I am
certain that you are dedicated to the success
of emerging artists in the Hudson Valley.

My artist book Regulations are Flexible at
the Metropolitan Museum.

Thank you for taking the trouble of returning the copy of Gender Neutral (Birth
of Evil) to me. I also left a copy of my artist book Regulations Are Flexible and a
few copies of The Magic Bagel books. If you do find these copies, I’d love to
personally come and collect them! Gender Neutral and Regulations are Flexible
are geared towards the more Conservative crowd, but my new book, Resistance
Diary is geared more towards the center of our political map and was written
with the average American in mind. I hope you find it appropriate for the
library to have a copy of it as part of your collection and I am delighted to add a
copy to this letter for your approval.
I realize that some parents might get upset by the cover of my book and wish to
protect their children from seeing female genitals covered by a Nazi Germany
Hitler stamp being born out of the vagina of the famous Gustave Courbet's
Origin of the world (L'Origine du monde, 1866). My intention in this work
was to show how even the architect of some of the most evil crimes in human
history was once a little baby, craving love, warmth and attention. I find it highly
offensive that some people confuse mid 19th century painting with soft porn, but
perhaps I’m too sensitive. I assumed that since our beloved President talked so
openly about forcibly grabbing women's genitals, our society has shifted its fear
of the human body, and therefore such collage isn't considered provocative by
today's standards. I was manipulated by the media. In order to solve the conflict
between me and the people of Cold Spring, I'd like to offer you a few
suggestions which I'm happy to discuss these over coffee or via email:
1. I can lead a free Playful Paperwork workshop for using bureaucracy to
increase compassionate behavior. I presented the ECN in various institutions
including the Silberman School of Social Work, Expressive Therapies Summit,
Mishkan Shalom in Philadelphia, ReNew Pittsburgh, Staten Island Museum,
Atlanta Beltline, Clearwater Festival and others.
2. I can lead a free letter writing event with typewriters. For ten years I’ve
helped over 200 people write personal letters using vintage typewriters - they
dictate and I listen and type. The work was presented at the Hudson Valley
Center for Contemporary Art and the Chronogram.
3. I can lead a workshop for seniors at the local high school, in which they'd
write rejection letters to colleges in the spring (I've led a similar workshop at
the Poughkeepsie Day School recently, you can read more about it at Resistance
Diary).

4. I can lead a free Hidden Fortune Wheel workshop, a participatory street art
project which invites participants to imagine themselves in other person’s shoes. I
will present the project and guide local residents in creating their own versions of
the wheel. (the project was presented by the Gothamist and the Brooklyn Paper,
among others)
Please note that this is my professional work and financial livelihood, which I don't
provide at no cost usually. Many institutions abuse artist’s generosity and force
them to receive government entitlement programs, resulting in less money for
invading foreign countries. Therefore if you truly love our country, you should pay
artists what they deserve, even if just to support our troops who sacrifice
everything to get affordable college tuition and defend your freedom. Please do not
forward this letter to anyone, so people won't think I’m an ameteur patsy who
works for free. Honestly, it's all Hitler's fault. Had he received the proper love as
a child, or tried again to attend an art school, my grandparents wouldn't flee for
Israel and I wouldn't have been born. Resist! America First!
With blessings,
Ori Alon,
Director, Center for
Supportive Bureaucracy
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